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In "Digging to America," two families meet in the summer of 1997 at a Baltimore airport 

lounge as each awaits the arrival of a baby girl from Korea. Bitsy and Brad Donaldson's 

all-American welcome party is over the top with adoption „paraphenalia": buttons that 

read "MOM," "DAD," "GRANDMA" and "GRANDPA" ("twice over"); "flotillas of 

silvery balloons printed with IT'S A GIRL!"; half a dozen video cameras, an infant car seat, 

and so on. The other expectant couple, Sami and Ziba Yazdan, "foreign-looking, olive-

skinned and attractive," linger on the sidelines, balloonless, accompanied only by Sami's 

regally reserved Iranian-born mother, Maryam. 

 

Improbably, the two families strike up a lasting friendship. What force could fuse two such 

mismatched clans? At first, with the introduction of a joint annual "Arrival Party" 

conceived by the Donaldsons, it seems nothing more than the desire to help their daughters 

fit in. But it soon becomes clear that the babies aren't the only ones whose foothold needs 

securing. These little girls will give new direction — and new purpose — to their parents 

and grandparents too. 

 

The two families keep in touch, thanks to the warm interferingness of Bitsy Donaldson, 

though their approaches to non-biological parenthood differ from the start. Ziba and Sami 

Yazdan immediately Americanise their daughter's name from Sooki to Susan, while the 

Donaldsons continue to call theirs Jin-Ho and to dress her in Korean clothes. 

 

For the Iranians, American identity isn't something to be taken for granted - it takes work. 

There's comedy in the way unorthodox arrangements reproduce the flaws of the standard 

model. In 1997, an arrival party happens almost by itself, but soon it becomes established 

as a duty, requiring more and more elaborate preparation and creating competition 

between the families. The parties become more and more absurd- culminating in potty 

training and binky abandoning celebrations! 

 

Anne Tyler has always excelled at revealing the complex grain of what appears at first 

sight to be white-bread America, but here, she is after something different. It takes great 

confidence to turn a community's jokes on itself; to write of a Donaldson attending a 

traditional New Year party (held in March) that he was 'almost the only American present. 

Oh, a few of the young male cousins had married blondes - there was no getting past that 

Iranian thing about blondes - but still the man was noticeable for his pale-skinned, faded 

appearance.' 

 

Widowed Maryam, Susan's new grandmother, grew up in Tehran but emigrated in the 

days of the shah, leaving for America in something that looked like an arranged marriage, 

with a doctor already established in Baltimore, but was more of a happy accident. There is 

no end to the nuance of assimilation and role-playing. Maryam's closest cousin, for 



instance, based in Vermont, dresses in a souped-up bazaar style that would be way over 

the top in Tehran. Her American husband cooks Iranian dishes which he announces by 

their proper names. On one occasion, when he offers her a second helping of polo, 

Maryam can't help snapping: 'Why don't you just call it rice?' 

 

She assumes that any American who showed an interest in her would be typecasting her 

along the same lines, as Madame Iran. At one point, Maryam wears an old T-shirt bearing 

the slogan 'Foreigner ', which is assumed by a Donaldson to refer to the rock group. But no, 

it means what it says. Sami jokingly had it printed for her to cheer her up on the day she 

became an American citizen. She was happy about her new status, but sad as well - she 

calls it the Immigration Tango. 

 

Tyler's writing is deceptively light in texture on the surface, but really very deep. In one 

quietly devastating passage, from the point of view of a man recently bereaved, the fate of 

a tree recapitulates his wife's cancer:     

 

'He sat dully at the kitchen table and gazed out at the neighbours' backyard, where the 

tree men were cutting down a huge old gnarly maple. The day before they had lopped off 

the leafy tip ends and fed them to the chipper, and he could imagine that overnight the 

maple must have stood there in some botanical version of shock. But only the smallest 

branches had been removed, after all. A tree so large could adjust to that. This morning, 

though, the men had moved on to the larger branches and perhaps that, too, could have 

been adjusted even though the tree had become as stubby and short-armed as a saguaro 

cactus. But now they were setting their chainsaws to work on the trunk itself, and all those 

earlier adjustments turned out to have been for nothing.' 

 

Point of view is passed on by character to character from chapter to chapter. This is 

beautifully done, but the effect of multiple viewpoints is to muffle the distinctiveness of 

the first. In particular, it feels rude to know more than Maryam does. The novel belongs to 

her, even if she is polite enough to give way to others. Tyler gives her the first point of 

view and makes her the first character to have a second helping (and the only one to have a 

third). Maryam is a triumph of characterisation. She is an exotic and by instinct and habit 

elusive. She is never so much herself as when she withholds herself. She is empathetic and 

tactful, but not social. Her dignity is perhaps her weak spot. When she puts on a bicycle 

helmet and then can't remove it, so that she must visit her son and daughter-in-law for help, 

the sense of cutting a comic figure, even in front of intimates, is quiet torture for her. 

 

Maryam resists any temptation to live in the past. When her Vermont-based cousin 

reminisces about the past they shared, Maryam hardly recognises it.  

'All her memories seemed to involve hilarious parties, or wagon rides at the family's 

summer place in Meigun, or day-long picnics with every single relative on both sides in 

attendance. Where were the quarrels and the schisms, the uncle who took opium and the 

uncle who embezzled, the aunts' endless, bitter competition for their father's grudging 



notice? Did Farah not remember the cousin who killed herself when they forbade her to 

go to medical school, or the cousin who was refused permission to marry the boy she 

loved?' 

 

Maryam works (a few days a week at a pre-school) but is hardly career-minded. At work, 

she is meticulous about technology, emptying her computer's bulk mail at the end of every 

day, but personally she doesn't bother with a mobile phone or even an answering machine, 

on the basis that if you want to speak to her you're likely to try again. 

 

She is the most typical Tyler character in this novel—though outwardly assimilated she 

inwardly clings to her Iranian identity.. Becoming the wife of an educated, progressive 

Iranian expatriate as a young woman; it was an arranged marriage but also a love match. 

("That part," she reflects, "the most powerful aunts on earth could not have arranged.") 

But Maryam's husband died when their child was a teenager, and she never remarried. 

After Bitsy's mother dies, Maryam enters into a guarded friendship with the widower.  

 

Dave Donaldson still keenly mourns his wife. "Why, this is just unbearable," he thinks, 

alone in his empty house. "I should have been allowed to practice on somebody less 

important first." 

 

Over time, Dave falls in love with Maryam, but she pretends not to see that their 

friendship is a courtship. In a rare moment of outspokenness, she hints at one reason she 

has difficulty accepting him. "You can start to believe that your life is defined by your 

foreignness," she says, trying to explain her feelings of isolation. "You think everything 

would be different if only you belonged. 'If only I were back home,' you say, and you forget 

that you wouldn't belong there either, after all these years."  

 

"You belong just as much as I do," Dave stubbornly replies, adding, "We all think the 

others belong more." "Sometimes it seems to me that most of the adapting in this country 

is done by Americans," he complains bitterly to his daughter. 

 

A writer like Tyler can hardly have been immune to family influence herself. But her inner 

circle has narrowed. Her husband, the Iranian-born psychiatrist Taghi Modarressi, died 

nearly 10 years ago, and her mother, Phyllis Tyler, an ardent social activist, died recently 

at the age of 88. Her mother‘s obituary in the Raleigh News & Observer reads eerily like a 

précis of one of her daughter's novels. In the 1930's, she picketed in support of coal 

miners; in the 1940's, she married and moved with her husband to a commune, where they 

raised goats and organic vegetables; in the 1960's, she protested against the Vietnam War; 

in the 1970's, she and her husband took up residence in the Middle East, helping refugees 

in Gaza; in the 1980's, she fought the death penalty, and advocated for battered women. 

 

Anne Tyler's Baltimore has changed significantly since her first book appeared more than 

40 years ago. Until now, though, her voice has remained remarkably consistent. Her 



novels have formed a literary record of the 20th-century American family, of the proud but 

troubled archetypal families that once interested her most. One senses that, like Dave 

Donaldson, the bereaved grandfather of "Digging to America," Tyler has begun to shift her 

focus as she wrestles with the question of how an individual moves forward. With the map 

she's sketching, she's no longer in search of buried treasure; she's in search of the road 

ahead. 

 

Our comments: 

  

„ I spent a year in the States in 64 and remember being asked 15 times a day whether I 

liked it. Bitsy seemed typically American- wanting to take control of everything- to be 

charitable and nice.“ 

 

„ It was touching in places- there were parts I enjoyed but it was not one of my favourites- 

I smiled a few times but overall I was not very impressed.“ 

 

„ All the characters were pale except for Maryam. I couldn‘t connect to anyone.“ 

 

„ I lived in Baltimore for ten years. I could relate very strongly to the novel. I thought it 

was excellent. Baltimore has a special character which Tyler captures. It is 80% African 

American with old traditional neighbourhoods sandwiched between.“ 

 

„ It was really well writtten. I found some passages hilarious- especially when the two 

dads have a fight.“ 

 

„ I liked seeing the American culture from the  perspective of an Iranian woman. 

Americans are very inclusive and like to help people who have moved into an area. 

Maryam liked to remain an outsider and to hold on to her own traditions.“ 

 

„ Maryam appealed to me-she is a very good mother in law- trying not to be too intrusive. 

She is a strong independent woman and happy in her own skin- she does not need a man to 

feel complete. I admired that and empathised with her.“ 

 

„ As children we played at digging a hole through to Australia- as the hole got larger we 

started to feel hot!“ 

 

„ I got the impression that it must be exhausting to be an American- preparing endless 

parties, making constant videos, dressing up for occasions etc.“ 

 

„ I only got to know the characters on a superficial level- just like in life. But I laughed a 

lot.“ 

 

„I gobbled it up - many of the scenes will stay with me. I liked the focus on  



the desire to belong and to connect and especially the happy ending.“ 

 

„I’m a big fan of Anne Tyler and have already read five of her novels. But I didn’t enjoy 

Digging to America as much as some of her earlier works.“ 

 

„Too many things were happening for me- the repeat of the arrival parties became boring. 

There was a lack of depth in the development of the characters-it was rather like a script 

for a TV soap.“ 

 

„I was interested in the subject of adoption and ethnic diversity. I expected the novel to 

develop this theme more thoroughly so I was disappointed.“ 

 

„The ending was too Hollywood for me but I liked the picture of the American way of life 

and the coming together of two very different families.“ 

 

„My favourite part was the romance between Dave and Maryam - I so wanted them to get 

together. And ,as Dave says, „ wasn‘t the real culture clash the one between the two 

sexes?“ 

 

„The mothers have contrasting styles- Ziba is the modern working mother- Bitsy the 

traditional stay at home mother.“ 

 

„We are given Jin-Ho’s viewpoint but not Susan‘s. Why not? I had the feeling that Susan 

is watching and listening all the time-is she still an outsider?“ 

 

„I’m a huge Anne Tyler fan but I didn‘t enjoy Digging to America the first time when I 

read it in the States. Reading it for a second time here in Berlin made a big difference- I 

was observing American culture objectively. I love the city of Baltimore and second time 

round I loved the book.“ 

 

„ I thoroughly enjoyed it. It was well written and well described. There is no such thing as 

an American American- being a land of immigrants- each culture is shown to appreciate 

the other.“ 

 

„It didn‘t grip me at first but I gradually got into it and then I loved it. I trusted it was 

worth reading as we were reading it in the groups and it was very worthwhile.“ 

 

„I have friends who have adopted a Vietnamese child - so I was fascinated by the topic.I’d 

like to know how many children are adopted from Asian countries-and of course they are 

always girls- not boys.“ 

 

„ Bitsy is a very amusing character- she is alternative but she is just as hidebound in her 

alternative rules as others are in conventional ones.“ 



 

„My sister adopted two Indian children- the first child wasn’t problematic but the second 

child was- so the novel seemed very realistic.“ 

 

„I giggled out loud - often on public transport. I recognised many traits in Americans. 

Tyler plays with the prejudices cultures have. American history is lacking compared with 

European history and there is a need to make up traditions.“ 

 

„I had very good experiences with Americans occupying the houses in our district in my 

childhood- the parents seemed very liberal with their children and were very kind to us. 

But they put a lot of pressure on their children to be successful.“ 

 

„What it means to belong to a culture and to a family and a relationship- these were the 

major themes.“ 

 

„ No man can ever understand a woman- a couple meeting late in life- is sensitively 

handled. Dave is very lonely and rudderless without Connie. He is a kind and caring 

grandfather but misjudges how he proposes to Maryam. He should never have asked her to 

marry him in public!“ 

 

It is no coincidence that Digging to America was enjoyed the most by members who have 

either lived in the States or have some detailed knowledge of American culture. As a Brit, 

I still find it hard to believe that potty training parties actually take place, but for me this is 

very funny. For some of us, these parties were boring and too silly to be amusing, showing 

how humour is often the most difficult genre to share across cultures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


